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Innova Art – bridging the darkroom and digital divide 
Innova Art, creator of the TIPA Award Winning FibaPrint® White Gloss, takes its biggest ever stand at this year’s 

Photokina, Cologne, from 23-28 September. 

 
THE EXHIBITION 

Centre stage will be given to a display of images by six world famous photographers who have made Innova 

Art’s prize-winning digital papers and canvases their choice of media. 

 

Innova Art renews its long-standing relationship with British photographer David Osborn when it exhibits his 

dazzling images of Heathrow’s Terminal 5, commissioned by BAA The series is the culmination of a three-year 

project tracking the construction of the billion pound, Richard Rogers-designed building, and provides a 

dynamic contrast with Osborn’s tranquil, black and white, panoramas of the British landscape, which are also on 

show.  

 

Paul Kenny creates otherworldly images from the flotsam and jetsam he has picked up on repeated visits to 

beaches in NW Scotland, NE England and Ireland. His latest ‘lunar’ suite was printed by Jack Lowe at Lowe’s 

world-class digital print studio in Newcastle upon Tyne.  

 

Prize-winning photographer Steve Smith’s return to his craft in 2004, after an eight-year break, meant scaling a 

steep learning curve. His gritty, witty reportage images show how quickly he has mastered the latest digital 

processes. 

 

American photographers Jim McHugh and Timothy White are renowned for their portraits of the world’s most 

famous faces from music and film, including Angelina Jolie, Samuel L Jackson, Clint Eastwood, Bruce Springsteen 

and Aretha Franklin. Images from the Milton Greene Archive, McHugh and White’s illustrious forbear in the world 

of celebrity photography, will also be on show. 

 

Osborn speaks for all the photographers in explaining why he chooses Innova Art’s award-winning range. ‘The 

FibaPrint® range of products deliver prints superior to the finest quality darkroom fibre print in terms of archival 



performance, dMax and tonal contrast – while retaining the look and feel of a traditional darkroom fibre based 

papers,’ he says. ‘Innova Art’s digital papers have truly enabled photographers to jump the final hurdle between 

traditional darkroom prints and digital photography.’ 

 

INNOVA PRINT CENTRE 

Innova Art will be producing spectacular prints using the latest HP, Epson and Canon printer technology with its 

hands-on digital print facility at Photokina. Visitors will be able to see prints rolling off the printers from each 

manufacturer allowing them to directly compare the output from each machine on Innova media. 

  

NEW CANVASES AND FIBAPRINT® PAPERS 

Innova Art also brings a wealth of exciting product launches to Photokina, including additions to its TIPA award-

winning FibaPrint® range. The Semi-Glazed 285gsm is modelled on the ‘gold standard’ of air dried, fibre based 

papers used in conventional photography and offers a high white tone and ultra smooth surface. The FibaPrint 

Super-Glazed 285gsm emulates the distinctive ‘mirror glass’ finish of a ferrotype dried darkroom paper. 

Incorporating Innova Art’s unique ‘crystal layer’ technology, both offer sharp detail, excellent tonal range and d-

max ratings of up to 2.7. 

 

Three new canvases fine tuned to meet the demands of today’s art and photography markets will also be on 

show. Made from high-grade polycotton, the canvases are tough yet flexible enough to stretch without cracking. 

Photo Canvas Matte 350gsm and Fine Art Matte Canvas 340gsm are water resistant and can be finished with 

water based and solvent giclée varnishes to seal the surface and extend UV resistance. The unique high coating 

of Photo Canvas Ultra Gloss 380gsm eliminates this stage altogether. All three canvases are available on 15m 

rolls on a 3” core in 17”, 24”, 36” and 44” widths. 

 

Finally, Innova Art will be present its Opus album range, its Book Art papers and the OLMEC brand of 

professional RC photographic papers. 

 

As a company, Innova Art is committed to bridging the darkroom and digital divide. As MD Mike Gonzalez 

explains, ‘In the early stages of digital technology, photographers feared that too much of the art of photography and 

image-making would be lost as traditional processes and hard-won expertise became obsolete. This is not the future 

that Innova looks to. We are a specialist business that is interested in every niche area of printing great art and 

photographic images. Our aim is to provide the finest products for every specialism that our customers engage with, 

so come and engage with us on our stand.’ 

 

Innova Art stand E010, Hall 10.1, Photokina, Kölnmesse, Germany, 23-28 September 2008. 

 



For image files, all other enquiries and to request samples for press review, please contact Innova Art Ltd on: 

01992 571775   e-mail: marketing@innovaart.com or visit: www.innovaart.com.  
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Innova Art is based in Epping, UK, and has offices in Europe, USA and worldwide distributors. For further details, please 
contact: e-mail: marketing@ innovaart.com, Tel: +44 (0) 1992 571 775, Fax: +44 (0) 1992 571 776. 

 


